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ABSTRACT
Most of the proteins in a cell assemble into
complexes to carry out their function. In this work,
we have created a new database (named ComSin)
of protein structures in bound (complex) and
unbound (single) states to provide a researcher
with exhaustive information on structures of the
same or homologous proteins in bound and
unbound states. From the complete Protein Data
Bank (PDB), we selected 24910 pairs of protein
structures in bound and unbound states, and
identified regions of intrinsic disorder. For 2448
pairs, the proteins in bound and unbound states
are identical, while 7129 pairs have sequence
identity 90% or larger. The developed server
enables one to search for proteins in bound and
unbound states with several options including
sequence similarity between the corresponding
proteins in bound and unbound states, and valida-
tion of interaction interfaces of protein complexes.
Besides that, through our web server, one can
obtain necessary information for studying
disorder-to-order and order-to-disorder transitions
upon complex formation, and analyze structural
differences between proteins in bound and
unbound states. The database is available at
http://antares.protres.ru/comsin/.
INTRODUCTION
It has been found that many proteins have no unique
tertiary structure under physiological conditions
although they are functional (1–4). Such proteins are
called intrinsically unstructured (or intrinsically disor-
dered or natively unfolded) proteins. The size of
unstructured region(s) in these proteins can vary from a
few amino acid residues to dozens or even hundreds of
amino acid residues. Moreover, an entire protein can be
completely unstructured. Since disordered regions of the
protein chain often play an important role in the function-
ing of the protein, the prediction and examination of the
disordered regions have been the subject of much recent
attention (5,6). It has been shown that disordered proteins
(and disordered regions in globular proteins) have certain
properties that distinguish them from globular proteins
with well-deﬁned, ordered spatial structures. Typically,
disordered regions have lower aromatic content and
higher net charge as well as lower sequence complexity
and higher ﬂexibility (2,3,7).
The Database of Protein Disorder [named DisProt (8)]
provides information about proteins that lack ﬁxed 3D
structure in their putative native states, either in their
entirety or in part (http://www.disprot.org/index.php).
The latest version (Release 4.9) of this database contains
523 proteins. DisProt emphasizes mainly proteins
with large disordered regions. Consequently, proteins
from PDB (mostly globular proteins usually possessing
short disordered regions) are underrepresented in this
database. Recently, protein segments (shorter than 70
residues) assumed to be disordered when unbound and
also observed to be bound to other proteins/chains were
collected from PDB (9, www.pdb.org) to obtain the 372
chains that make up the MoRF (molecular recognition
features) dataset (10). MoRFs represent a class of disor-
dered regions that exhibit molecular recognition and
binding functions (10). It should be noted that MoRFs
are predicted to be disordered in unbound form and
ordered in the complex.
While individual cases of disorder in complexes are
known and have been discussed in the literature, the ﬁrst
large-scale analysis of this phenomenon was done in our
recent paper on a carefully assembled dataset (11). The set
of protein structures selected in this work forms the seed
of the database that we are presenting now. To gain a
clear insight into the abundance of disordered regions in
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(bound states) as well as disorder-to-order and order-to-
disorder transitions upon complex formation, we create an
exhaustive database (named ComSin) of protein structures
in bound (‘Complex’) and unbound (‘Single’) states. The
usage of this database is not restricted only to the tasks
connected with investigations of disordered regions in
proteins and their complexes. ComSin can be used to
analyze any structural diﬀerences between proteins in
bound and unbound states and to explore changes
induced by protein binding, among other purposes.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DATABASE
Composing the database
The ComSin database was created based on the
Conserved Domain Database (CDD) (12). CDD
represents a collection of well-annotated multiple
sequence alignment models for protein domains. CDD
includes curated domains, which use 3D-structure infor-
mation to explicitly deﬁne domain boundaries and provide
accurate alignments and functional annotation, as well as
domain models imported from a number of external
source databases [Pfam (13), SMART (14) and COG
(15)]. Conserved domains were mapped onto sequences
from PDB following the protocol described in (16).
Protein chains from the MMDB database (17) were used
as query sequences to RPS-BLAST (18) with default
parameters (E=0.01) against domains in CDD v.2.08
(12). We selected only those MMDB X-ray structures
that had resolution better than 3A ˚ .
We ensured that each chain has only one CDD domain
that covers at least 70% of the full chain sequence. Later
on, we will consider complete protein chains (rather than
separate domains) in the form of pairs (chain in the bound
state versus the same chain in the unbound state). Once
CDD families are assigned, we identify all interacting
chains within a PDB entry. Two chains qualify as inter-
acting if they have at least ﬁve residue–residue contacts. A
contact takes place between a residue from one chain and
a residue from the other when any non-hydrogen atom of
one residue is within 6A ˚ of any non-hydrogen atom of the
other residue. The set of residues that make contacts
between the chains form the interface. To ensure that
interactions are biological and not spurious, such as
from crystal packing, we verify interactions using the
Conserved Binding Modes (CBM) database (19) and the
PISA algorithm (20). In ComSin, we compare disorder
content in an unbound (‘single’) and bound states
(‘complex’). To do so, chains from ‘single’ and ‘complex’
states were aligned to ensure 90–100% sequence identity
in the non-gapped alignment (diﬀerent levels of sequence
similarity of 90, 95 and 100% are used).
Sequence identity is determined as follows:




where N identical is the number of amino acid residues
that are identical in the unbound protein and its close
homolog in the bound state according to their BLAST
(21) alignment, L bound is the size (total number of
residues) of the unbound protein and L bound is the size
of the bound homologous protein.
Figure 1 shows an example of two proteins in bound
and unbound forms from the composed database. In the
left part of the ﬁgure, ADP-ribosylation factor (top) and
exchange factor ARNO (bottom) are shown in unbound
forms (PDB entries 1RRF and 1R8M, respectively). In the
right part of the ﬁgure, a complex of these two proteins is
shown (PDB entry 1R8Q). Colored dashed lines indicate
disordered residues.
Statistics of the database
In total, we obtained 24910 pairs of homologous proteins
observed in unbound and bound states, with a wide range
of sequence identity between the homologs. There are
2448, 6051 and 7129 single–complex pairs at 100, 95 and
90% identity level cutoﬀs, respectively (Figure 2). The
number of CDD families is 352, 521 and 576 at 100, 95
and 90% identity level cutoﬀs, respectively. The further
average values are calculated as follows. At ﬁrst, the
average value for each family is calculated. Then, the
average between these average values is calculated. Thus,
we consider each family with an equal weight. At the
100% identity level, the bound chains (‘complexes’)
contain 3.7 protein chains per complex on average. The
average size of the protein chains is 220 residues. Of 2448
single–complex pairs, 1975 are homo-oligomers (that is,
all chains in the complex have identical sequences) and
473 are hetero-oligomers (there are chains with non-
identical sequences in the complex). For the 90%
identity level cutoﬀ, the complexes contain 3.9 protein
chains per ﬁle on average. The average size of protein
chains is 223 residues. Of 7129 chains in complexes,
6060 are homo-oligomers and 1069 are hetero-oligomers.
An overview of the disordered regions in Protein
Data Bank
Using the ComSin database, we have analyzed the abun-
dance of disorder in the structures of the same proteins
(i.e. at 100% identity level) in bound and unbound states.
Figure 3 shows the number of structures with a given
number of disordered residues for complex and single
states. As can be seen from this ﬁgure, although there
are somewhat larger number of structures without disor-
dered residues at all in complexes compared to the single
structures, there is no deﬁnite tendency to have more dis-
ordered residues in unbound structures compared to the
bound ones (if disordered residues are present). Moreover,
the average numbers of disordered residues per protein are
not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent for single or complex states (the
average over complexes is 8.9±0.6 disordered residues
per structure and the average over single structures is
9.3±0.7 disordered residues per structure). Among the
2448 pairs of identical proteins in our database, there
was an equal number of disordered residues in bound
and unbound states in 1091 cases. Of these, in 702
proteins disordered residues were absent both in bound
and in unbound states. In 728 proteins, the number of
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that in the bound state (implying possible disorder-to-
order transition). On the other hand, order-to-disorder
transition is observed in 629 cases (the number of disor-
dered residues in the bound state was greater than that in
the unbound state). Thus, the numbers of cases of
disorder-to-order and order-to-disorder transitions are
comparable.
The role of disordered regions in complexes has been
analyzed previously in several studies (11,22,23). It has
been proposed that disordered regions can be energetically
beneﬁcial in proteins and their complexes due to a number
of reasons: they can provide an increase in backbone
conformational entropy upon ligand binding, can accom-
modate sites for post-translational modiﬁcations and can
provide interfaces for binding other partners (22,24–29).
Thus, it is not surprising that disorder is widespread in
protein complexes.
Description of the server
The ComSin server is designed as follows. The main page
contains a general description of the information a user
may obtain through this database. On the ComSin search
Figure 1. ADP-ribosylation factor (green and blue chains) and exchange factor ARNO (magenta and yellow chains) in unbound (left; PDB entries
1RRF and 1R8M, correspondingly) and bound (right; PDB entry 1R8Q) forms. Blue, red and orange dashed lines correspond to disordered regions
at N-terminus, at C-terminus and in the central part of protein chains, correspondingly.
Figure 3. A histogram of the number of proteins in the database by the
number of disordered residues in the structure, for 2448 pairs of homol-
ogous proteins with 100% identity level.
Figure 2. Dependence of the number of complex–single pairs on the
sequence identity cutoﬀ. There are 2448, 6051 and 7129 single–complex
pairs at 100, 95 and 90% identity level cutoﬀs, respectively.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, Database issue D285page, there are several ﬁlters for selecting a subset of
single–complex pairs of structures. One can search for
pairs of structures with a given cutoﬀ level of sequence
identity between proteins in single and complex states.
Presently, one of the three cutoﬀs of sequence identity
can be selected: 100 (completely the same protein in
bound and unbound form), 95 or 90%. For the bound
state, one can also choose to view only homo- or only
hetero-oligomers. In addition, the database may be
searched using a PDB code or a CDD family identiﬁer
as an input. One can also select only those pairs that are
considered valid by PISA (20) and/or by CBM analysis
(19). The PISA and CBM algorithms were used for vali-
dation of oligomeric states and the biological relevance of
each interaction. PISA validation is based on calculation
of the stability of multimeric states inferred from the crys-
talline state. To ensure that the interactions observed in
the complex (bound state) are biological and not spurious,
such as from crystal packing, we applied the conserved
binding mode (CBM) analysis that conﬁrms interactions
by ﬁnding several instances of the same domain family
pair interacting in the same orientation. We also give a
link to a new NCBI server, IBIS (Inferred Biomolecular
Interaction Server, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
Structure/ibis/ibis.cgi) that provides a tool to investigate
biomolecular interactions observed in a given protein
structure together with the complex set of interactions
inferred from its close homologs (30). To emphasize
biologically relevant binding sites, several algorithms are
used in IBIS for veriﬁcation in terms of evolutionary con-
servation, biological importance of binding partners, size
and stability of interfaces as well as evidence from the
published literature.
By clicking the button ‘Search ComSin’, the user
obtains a list of protein pairs that satisfy the selected ﬁl-
tering criteria. For example, for 100% identity between
bound and unbound states (the default value), one will
obtain a list of 2448 pairs of protein structures. Each
line corresponds to the same protein (if 100% identity is
selected) or close homologs (if 95% or 90% identity
is selected) observed in unbound and bound states
(Figure 4A). The ﬁrst column shows the numbering of
the pair in the current list. The next two columns
contain information on the CDD domain family to
which both unbound protein and its bound homolog
belong. By clicking on the CDD family name, one can
see the description of the family at the NCBI web site.
In the next column, sequence identity between the
unbound protein and its bound homolog is shown.
Further, there are three columns related to the structure
in the unbound form: the PDB code including the name of
the chain, size of the chain and number of disordered
residues in the chain. Similarly, the next three columns
correspond to the structure of the bound homolog
(PDB code, size of the chain and the number of disordered
residues). The next two columns correspond to the whole
complex. The ﬁrst column describes the type of the
complex: homo- or hetero-oligomers. The column C
indicates CBM validation of the complex, and the
column P indicates PISA validation of the bound and
unbound states. In the last column (A), references to
sequence alignments of each pair are given.
Disordered regions are deﬁned as regions with missing
coordinates in X-ray-resolved structures. For each chain,
we searched for amino acid residues with missing
coordinates for Ca atoms in the corresponding PDB
entry by comparing the ATOM and SEQRES records
(in an X-ray-resolved structure, disordered regions are
supposed to be present in SEQRES record but absent in
ATOM record). By clicking on the number of disordered
residues for a single or a complex structure, one can view a
ﬁle showing the positions of disordered regions (one ﬁle
per PDB structure, see Figure 4B). The sequence of the
corresponding protein (according to SEQRES and
Figure 4. (A) A screenshot of ComSin results ﬁltered for sequence
identity 100%. (B) A screenshot of an individual page with information
on disordered regions for PDB entry 2D6K.
D286 Nucleic AcidsResearch, 2010, Vol.38,Database issueaccording to ATOM ﬁelds) is given in horizontal (short)
and vertical (long) view; disordered residues are marked in
blue (Figure 4B). In addition, one can open the corre-
sponding PDB and DSSP (31) ﬁles for this protein that
will provide additional structural information.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We have collected an exhaustive database of proteins in
unbound and bound states, and examined disordered
regions of the same protein in unbound state and in a
protein complex. The evidence pointing to the tremendous
importance of intrinsic disorder in a large variety of
cellular processes is accumulating and merits further
study. In future work, we are planning to include into
the database data on (experimentally shown or predicted)
function of disordered regions in proteins in unbound and
bound states. We will be grateful for any contribution to
the database from the community.
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